Redaction Studio

REDACTION WITHOUT
THE HASSLE
The new Redaction Studio makes video
redaction faster and easier.

We get it. There’s an inherent problem with the current video redaction process. Agencies have to send off
redactions for processing with their ﬁngers crossed the evidence returns thoroughly redacted. In many cases,
the evidence need reprocessing, repeating this inefﬁcient cycle. Plus, object tracking isn’t always reliable and
can drop off without you noticing. Errors tend to surface only after you’ve received the completed redaction,
costing you more time and energy to re-redact. Redaction should be the easy part. Now it is.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

WHAT’S TO COME?

YOU ASKED. WE DELIVERED.

SEE HOW WE’RE LEADING THE CHARGE.

NO EXTRA SOFTWARE NEEDED: Built within
Evidence.com, Redaction Studio makes it easy
to manage, share, and redact evidence all in a
dedicated, separate window. No extra software
purchase required.

MDT AND SCREEN DETECTION: When asked,
agencies overwhelmingly agreed that Mobile Device
Terminal (MDT) and screen redaction is their biggest
pain point. That’s why we’re planning to introduce
our MDT and screen detection technology to
minimize time spent redacting.

REAL-TIME OBJECT TRACKING: Current tracking
algorithms can drop objects, resulting in more time
spent manually editing evidence. With Redaction
Studio’s enhanced object-tracking feature, you
can add masks in video and immediately playback
your edits to adjust the tracker where necessary—
improving overall accuracy.

INVESTING IN THE FUTURE: We’re adding new
features that harness the power of AI and other
cutting-edge technologies all in an effort to save
you time. As we develop these updates, we’ll
automatically push them to your device. Stay tuned!

SPRAY PAINT REDACTION: Frame-by-frame
redaction is no longer a headache. With the new
spray paint feature, you’ll be able to add masks
and follow objects that need redacting with your
cursor—all at a half-speed playback.
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